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In this article, we ask to what extent the specific characteristics of epigenetics may
affect the type of questions one can ask about human society. We pay particular
attention to the way epigenetic research stirs debate about normative and moral issues.
Are these issues implied by scientific evidence as an outcome of research? Or do
moral and normative issues also shape how research is done and which problems it
addresses? We briefly explore these questions through examples and discussions in
(social-) scientific literature. In the final section, we propose an additional dimension and
a refocusing of attention from issues of scientific evidence alone (asking what kind of
evidence epigenetics produces and how it does so) to a broader picture on epigenetics
as a mode of attention that encourages relational and process-oriented thinking with
entities, values and scales that may not yet fit within conventional problem-frames
that inform research funding and policy-making. We argue that the task of (post-)ELSI
approaches is to take inspiration from the ecological complexity of epigenetics in order
to bring more relations, relief and gradient in our ethical and political questions.
Keywords: epigenetics, (post-)ELSI, norms, values, relationality, ecology

INTRODUCTION
Epigenetics focuses on the processes of chemical regulation surrounding (hence the prefix ‘epi’)
DNA in organisms. As such, epigenetic studies use a different entry point than DNA structure to
understand difference and variation in organisms. Today, epigenetics is an umbrella term referring
to a broad set of scientific disciplines. The term is more or less inclusive, depending on the
particular focus of research. So, apart from molecular biology and biochemistry, epigenetics may
also involve epidemiology, historical research, and sociology or anthropology. Epigenetic studies
also use various research designs, ranging from setups like cohort studies and experiments in model
organisms to tentative collaborations with social scientists (Niewöhner, 2015; Non and Thayer,
2015). As the conceptions and definitions of ‘epigenetics’ differ even among leading practitioners
(Pickersgill et al., 2013, Tolwinski, 2013; Pickersgill, 2016), epigenetics ‘in general’ seems to be
communicable and graspable only through broad stroke definitions. Viewed differently, however,
the relative imprecision of the term is precisely what holds the area of activity and scientific
engagement together, and indeed may explain its success and proliferation over the last decade
or so (Meloni and Testa, 2014). Landecker and Panofsky (2013) argue that epigenetics is more
accurately described as a shift in focus within biomedical sciences, rather than as a new discipline as
such. For them, it is about shifting attention from the sequence of genes to the expression of genes,
or from “timeless genetic difference to time-dependent gene-regulatory difference” (Landecker and
Panofsky, 2013: 340). In this article, we ask to what extent this shift in focus in biomedicine affects
the type of questions one can ask about human society.
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logical path from epigenetic evidence, no matter how robust it is
considered to be, to the responsibility of an individual. The step to
blame or responsibility involves a moralizing framework, based
on political and cultural assumptions regarding the individual,
the notion of ‘choice,’ and disease etiology (Lupton, 1995).
Recent critical scholarship in the social sciences indicates
another problematic issue: not only may scientific evidence
nourish pre-existing moral assumptions, as in the example
on obesity, but moral assumptions may also nourish the
very production of scientific evidence in the research design.
Epigenetics, and especially environmental epigenetics, has been
receiving increasing attention in social science and science
and technology studies (STS) scholarship over the past years.
Enthusiasm about the inclusion of the socio-cultural and political
factors in biology, exists alongside critical interrogations about
how these factors are operationalized in research designs.
For example, the inclusion of behavioral and psychological
parameters in research designs geared to detect corresponding
variations at the biomolecular level, has more than often led
to the reification of supposed racial differences, stereotypes,
gender-biased conceptions and unwarranted analogies between
humans and model organisms. A short review of such issues
was recently published by a consortium of researchers in
the social and biological sciences in EMBO Reports (Müller
et al., 2017). In this review, the authors caution against
experimental reductionism and the exclusion of social complexity
in environmental epigenetics. A similar comment was published
in Nature, authored by a panel of scientists in the humanities,
social and life sciences (Richardson et al., 2014). The comment
was entitled “Don’t blame the mothers.” This example puts
forward a different reason to refrain from blaming than our
example on ‘fat dads’ above. Here, the issue is not a lack of
scientific evidence to prove a moral point, but a restricted focus
in research on the ‘mother’ as an individual. The authors point to
a long history in which women have been held fully responsible
for the health of their children. Research designs and science
communication tend to reiterate this cultural and gender-biased
vision of responsibility and the related policies of social control
over women that this vision supports. For example, during the
1980s and 1990s many studies in the US focused on the adverse
effects of the pregnant mother’s drug abuse. These studies frame
substance abuse as an individual, rather than a social problem
and they have provided the basis for repressive action against
individuals, leading to prosecution and imprisonment. Current
environmental epigenetic research, as many researchers point
out, runs the same risks of importing unexamined social and
moral bias into science communication and research design
itself. Parental responsibility and gender are only a part of a
broader set of debates about various other forms of bias and
assumptions related to the developmental origins of health and
disease (DOHaD), race, class, occupational health, mental health,
and criminal behavior (see Meloni et al., 2018 for a rich overview
of debates and new concepts).
A key problem is that socially complex phenomena must
be made workable – i.e., defined and restricted as measurable
parameters and variables – in research designs which remain
fundamentally biomolecular in scope. As a consequence, the

RELATIONS BETWEEN NORMATIVITY
AND SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE
“Paternal obesity is associated with IGF2 hypomethylation in
newborns: results from a Newborn Epigenetics Study (NEST)
cohort” (Soubry et al., 2013).
The above is the title of a study that was published in BMC
Medicine in 2013. The research in question was conducted at
Duke University. The team collected DNA from umbilical cord
blood samples from 79 newborns and investigated methylation
at a specific region of the DNA. Multiple regression models were
used to determine potential associations between the methylation
patterns in specific regions of the DNA, and parental obesity
before conception. The authors concluded that:
“While our small sample size is limited, our data
indicate a preconceptional impact of paternal obesity on
the reprogramming of imprint marks during spermatogenesis.
[. . .] our study provides evidence for transgenerational effects of
paternal obesity that may influence the offspring’s future health
status” (Soubry et al., 2013).
The article was followed by a comment in the same issue with a
very straightforward title: “Fat dads must not be blamed for their
children’s health problems.” It is particularly interesting to read
why the ‘fat dads’ must not be blamed:
“It is tempting to over-emphasize the role of a small number
of parent-of-origin expressing genes and to speculate about the
effects of modest variation in methylation, but we must not be too
hasty to blame either parent for their offspring’s health outcomes
without being certain that these effects are consequentially robust”
(Moore and Stanier, 2013, emphasis added).
Does this imply that ‘blaming,’ as the authors call it, is in
order as soon as the right amount of evidence from epigenetic
research is obtained? Many questions can be asked about what
the right amount of evidence is or should be. And of course,
a valid operationalization of obesity over an ethnic and socially
diverse population is yet another (but related) issue. But we want
to ask a different question: why talk about ‘blaming’ in the first
place? Let us imagine that the evidence is robust enough, and
that researchers agree on the importance of a newly discovered
mechanism of epigenetic inheritance. The evidence in question
is first and foremost evidence of a new type of relation between
parents and their offspring. If one thinks of obesity as a condition
for which an individual is to be held responsible, then one
might draw an implication from the newly discovered relation:
namely that the responsibility of an obese individual for his or
her own condition extends to their offspring. This implication,
however, does not follow from epigenetic research itself, but
from the conceptions or implicit theories one has about obesity.
Framing obesity as an individual responsibility has since long
been criticized by sociologists. Empirical studies in sociology
show that obesity is prevalent among poor households1 . For
sociologists, this is not simply a matter of poor education and
wrong dietary ‘choices,’ but it rather indicates that choices are not
the same for everyone. Returning to epigenetics, the example of
obesity serves to make the following point: there is no straight
1
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appreciable in this overview is the attention these authors give to
the specificities of epigenetics, and how these might be expected
to entail the re-evaluation of a number of specific legal provisions,
legal concepts and existing court rulings. We insist on the legal
aspects of their paper because it is here that the specificities
proper to epigenetics serve the authors to lay bare a number of
concepts and technical complexities that are proper to the realm
of law (e.g., issues of liability across generations). Though mostly
and necessarily hypothetical, the authors make an attempt at
matching the complexities of the two areas: science and law. We
now ask the following question – the core question of our paper:
can epigenetics prompt us in a similar manner to lay bare some
of the assumptions and limits of our moral and normative views?
Is this possible, not despite but because of the fact that moral
and normative issues already appear early on in the research
process, when a problem is framed and operationalized? A caveat
in Rothstein et al.’s (2009) impressive overview is that they seem
to make a wager on epigenetic evidence as something that will
accumulate and become stronger over time. They reason from
there to assess the possible implications. The restricted focus on
the implications of research outcomes has been an important
critique of ELSI programs. For sure, new data and evidence
become available all the time, but evidence is not straightforward,
as we have seen in the examples above, and it doesn’t always
evolve in a cumulative or additive manner (Kuhn, 1962). The
point that we want to make, however, is that epigenetics –
and any science for that matter – should not be reduced to
the data or evidence it provides. Epigenetics, we argue, should
also be considered as a way of thinking – a mode of attention
toward particular problems in biology and the study of life on
Earth. Epigenetics provides perspectives on the environment,
inheritance, evolution and even culture, that are different
from neo-Darwinian approaches (Jablonka and Lamb, 2005;
Landecker and Panofsky, 2013; Jablonka, 2016). Historically,
epigenesis stands in opposition to models of preformation and it
has changed the focus and questions of developmental biology
(Haraway, 2004-1976). One characteristic of epigenetics that
is particularly salient throughout all the examples we gave
is its attention to relationality. Epigenetics constantly tries to
draw new relations within individual organisms, and between
organisms and their environment. Epigenetics draws relations
between areas and entities about which we care as humans.
This may happen directly through the study of human cohorts
and their life experience, or indirectly through the study
of biomolecular mechanisms in model organisms. Epigenetics
encourages ecological thinking (Jablonka and Lamb, 2005) and
it provocatively interferes with our worldview as it mobilizes
morally and culturally coded problems such as illness, exposure
and inheritance into its research design. Talk of blame and
responsibility should not come as a surprise then. One might
argue that research should be purified from all moral bias,
but this presupposes that we always already know where, and
under what form such bias resides. Rather than trying to purify
epigenetics from bias, we propose that epigenetics be used as
a prism to diffract and interrogate our own worldviews (must
they be human-centered all the time?), moral concepts (what is
responsibility? Should we distinguish different forms?) and the

promising integration of socio-cultural dimensions in biological
research seems bound to lead to new forms of reductionism.
Researchers argue that this reduction of social realities in
molecular terms obliterates them from focus as social realities
(Warin et al., 2011; Lock, 2013; Richardson et al., 2014; Müller
et al., 2017). Interviews with epigenetics researchers in the US
point to yet another problem – of institutional nature – making
it difficult to seriously address social and political environments:
in order to write successful applications for research grants, or
to be taken seriously by peers, researchers in environmental
epigenetics feel that any ‘environment’ they wish to investigate
needs to be designed so that data collection can happen within the
human body at the molecular level, even when self-reported data
and other types of information may be more indicative of that
environment (Darling et al., 2016). This brings another question
into play when discussing issues of bias and reductionism
in (environmental) epigenetics: where are ‘environments’ and
‘social factors’ defined in the first place? What we deduce from
Darling et al. (2016) is that there are cases where research
funding opportunities privilege problem-frames that lead to
biological reductionism which potentially impoverishes the ways
one addresses the social (a well-established point), but also the
ways one addresses the biological.

AN EPIGENETIC PRISM TO NORMS AND
VALUES
Increasingly, calls are made for collaboration between the life
and social sciences in order to equally address the complexities
of the social and the biological in epigenetic research. Such calls
and the rationale behind them, make a good fit with post-ELSI
approaches, even though these approaches may not always be
explicitly referred to. Proposals for a post-ELSI program criticize
ELSI approaches for various reasons, including “the emphasis it
tends to place on a simplified, linear model of innovation, the
attention given to the outcomes of research and innovation over
practices, the assumption that it is easy to classify outcomes as
“negative” or positive,” and the distinction between “science” and
“society” that it continues to embed” (Balmer et al., 2015, p.4).
Myskja et al. (2014), however, argue that the post-ELSI
approach caricaturizes the ELSI program and disregards the
evolutions and progress made in the ELSI field. According to
them, the critiques of ELSI have, to a large extent, already been
raised and addressed within ELSI itself (and they prefer the
EU acronym ELSA, with ‘A’ for ‘aspects’) when it evolved from
what they call ‘ELSA1’ to ‘ELSA2.’ What we retain from Myskja
et al. (2014) is that it is not very helpful to make generalizing
claims about ELSI. It is better to appreciate differences between
approaches and forms of collaboration, because such differences
may have their reasons. The message that we also read in
their paper is that the subject-matter at hand should inform
discussions about how to best approach it, rather than have
funding bodies promote one type of approach, supposedly
applicable across the board of technoscience. For example,
Rothstein et al. (2009) have provided an extensive overview of
possible future ELSI issues in the area of epigenetics. What is
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basic concepts we use to think society (what is a person?
What is an individual? Should there be only one answer
to each of these questions?). Recent anthropological field
work in Chinese epigenetics labs points to such questions
(Lamoreaux, 2016). Lamoreaux discusses that the ‘mother’
is at the center of interest in epigenetic research, but that
this doesn’t necessarily nourish any blame-frames as we
know them in debates in the West. The mother is not an
individual in the Western sense, but a special space of focus
and care within a broader ecology and cosmology. Similarly,
in the West, we have no trouble seeing plants as part of
larger ecosystems. Epigenetic studies on plants show how
they adapt to environmental cues, including climate change.
What would change in our ELSI debates if we experimented
with decentering the human in favor of a broader ecological
picture? Interestingly, this question does not imply an exercise
in projecting the evolution of epigenetic evidence in order to
anticipate its future implications, but it requires interrogating
our present worldviews and concepts. Joly et al. (2016)
say that ELSI and other critical scholars tend to focus on
hypothetical negative consequences of epigenetics, and they
urge for a more nuanced focus on tangible issues in the
present, such as the appropriate way of presenting epigenetics
in public discussion, without premature risk scenarios and
hype. We agree, but the question remains how to present
epigenetics ‘appropriately’. Is this only a matter of better
science communication? For us, the main challenge is one of
accommodation. How do we make things fit (accommodare)
without reductionism, and where does reductionism come
from? Critics often refer to biological reductionism, but we
find it hard to see how biology reduces anything at all. If
anything, biology complexifies things. However, the canalization
of research funding to specific types of investigation and problem
frames (rather than others), is perhaps a more accurate source
of reductionism to pinpoint. ‘Biological’ reductionism touches
both the social and the biological. It naturalizes categories of
race, gender and class while it reduces the scope of biology
to questions that can be readily translated into evidence for
policy-making.

CONCLUSION
In debates about epigenetics, we propose an additional dimension
and a refocusing of attention from issues of scientific evidence
alone (asking what kind of evidence epigenetics produces and
how it does so) to a broader picture on epigenetics as a mode
of attention that encourages relational and process-oriented
thinking with entities, values and scales that may not yet fit within
conventional problem-frames that inform research funding and
policy-making. In an era where research is increasingly expected
to be policy-relevant, the provocative relationality of epigenetics
may question policies themselves when these are based on
categories (individual responsibility, lifestyle choices vs. genetic
determinism, the concept of ‘health’ itself) that epigenetics may
open up for reconsideration, refinement and enrichment. Such
would make epigenetics policy-relevant indeed, without however
submitting to the concerns and problem frames of policy makers.
This is where (post-)ELSI approaches have a role to play today.
Epigenetics currently raises normative and moral questions as we
have shown in examples. We argue that the task of (post-)ELSI
approaches is to take inspiration from the ecological complexity
of epigenetics in order to bring more relations, relief and gradient
in our ethical and political questions. In sum, we argue that
it is worthwhile trying to think with epigenetics and not only
‘about’ it2 .
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